This article serves as an introduction to the Special Issue on Metalearning and Algorithm Selection. The introduction is divided into two parts. In the the first section, we give an overview of how the field of metalearning has evolved in the last 1-2 decades and mention how some of the papers in this special issue fit in. In the second section, we discuss the contents of this special issue. We divide the papers into thematic subgroups, provide information about each subgroup, as well as about the individual papers. Our main aim is to highlight how the papers selected for this special issue contribute to the field of metalearning.
realm of applied research, industry, commerce, and government. Two key aspects play an important role in the successful application of these tools. One is the selection of a suitable predictive model (or combination of models) where expertise is seldom available a priori; users of commercial ML and DM tools must either resort to trialand-error or expert advice. Clearly, neither solution is completely satisfactory for the end user who wishes to access the technology more directly and cost-effectively. The effectiveness of this process can be enhanced by metalearning. Metalearning assistants can provide automatic and systematic user guidance on model selection and method combination.
From the current perspective, we would still agree with most of this. However, on closer analysis we have identified a certain shift of perspective when trying to respond to the following four questions:
1. How can the metalearning process be characterized? 2. What constitutes meta-knowledge? 3. Should algorithm selection be extended to automatic design of solutions (workflows)? 4. What kind of application domains exist for this methodology?
We believe that the current answers to these issues are somewhat different from those in 2004, as discussed in what follows.
How can the metalearning process be characterized?
In 2004 metalearning was seen as a one-step process and the common view was as follows. The metalearning system would use the gathered meta-knowledge to obtain a (meta-)model which would be applied to a new problem. However, this perspective has changed. There is more stress on the process of search for the right algorithm or solution in general. While meta-knowledge can be useful in this process, many researchers stress the importance of the way the search is conducted. The aim is to obtain good solutions early in the style of anytime algorithms.
Various solutions have been proposed. In one, the process was speeded up by using a simplified model, referred to sometimes as surrogate model, to determine which test to conduct first. The articles by Eggensperger et al. and by Wistuba et al. in this Special Issue follow this line of research. Another solution takes a somewhat different approach. It schedules the fast tests before the slower ones. The meta-knowledge gathered in past tests is then used to estimate how fast and how precise the algorithms are. One such system is discussed in the article by Abdulrahman et al.
What constitutes meta-knowledge?
Surprisingly, we note that even the view of what meta-knowledge is seems to have evolved. The earlier view was that meta-knowledge includes performance data on previously seen datasets and some characteristics of these datasets. Although the definition of metalearning in Brazdil et al. (2009) 
, which states that
Metalearning is the study of principled methods that exploit meta-knowledge to obtain efficient models and solutions by adapting machine learning and data mining processes.
is general enough, one figure in that publication ( Fig. 1 .1, p. 5) suggests that meta-knowledge is gathered prior to its application to some new (target) dataset of interest. However, the shift towards search on the new dataset has led to a somewhat different view. As tests proceed on the new dataset, the tests already carried out can be viewed as also constituting meta-data. The following definition of metalearning by Lemke et al. (2015) , to which we fully subscribe, makes this explicit:
A metalearning system must include a learning subsystem, which adapts with experience. Experience is gained by exploiting meta-knowledge extracted: (a) in a previous learning episode on a single dataset and/or (b) from different domains or problems.
Hence, a new interesting topic in metalearning is how to exploit the new meta-data capturing performance results to adapt the search. This line is taken up in some systems described in this Special Issue.
Should algorithm selection be extended to automatic design of solutions (workflows)?
The introduction to the original Special Issue on metalearning states that:
Advances in the field of metalearning hinge around one specific question: how can we acquire and exploit knowledge about learning systems (i.e., meta-knowledge) to understand and improve their performance? To answer this question we need to explain what is meant by a learning system. For our purposes, a learning system can be either (a) a single learning algorithm; or (b) a set of different learning algorithms, all employed on the same task.
Regarding (a), the authors further explain that:
... it is important that learning algorithms are able to profit from their repetitive use over similar tasks. Ideally, the models should continuously adapt to new needs. This is usually done by re-learning. Meta-knowledge can capture the cumulative expertise gained on different tasks. The process of re-learning either maintains the learning algorithm unchanged (as in incremental learning), or else enables modifications. Metaknowledge can be used to control these modifications, which can be either rather simple, such as opting for a particular parameter setting or a particular strategy for parameter optimization; or more complex, such as is the case with architectures that evolve through experience.
Many researchers in the last decade have worked on the problem of how to determine the potentially best parameter setting of a given algorithm (or a set of algorithms) for the target dataset. The articles by Eggensperger et al. and by Wistuba et al. in Given a set of learning algorithms, we can ask the following: (i) which algorithm is best suited for a given task or application domain? or (ii) which is the preferred ordering of the given algorithms? or (iii) what is the form of the composite classifier to be employed in the new task?
These questions are of course still valid. Some researchers have focused on trying to find a satisfactory answer to (ii), as this provides one simple way to answer (i). The article by Abdulrahman et al. in this Special Issue discusses one such strategy.
Although we would not disagree with the perspective presented in 2004, it does miss certain important aspects. The simple categorization into:
(a) a single learning algorithm; or (b) a set of different learning algorithms, all employed on the same task fails to cover the breadth of current work. Many systems today are concerned both with algorithm configuration (including hyper-parameter optimization) and selection of algorithms. Again, the articles by Eggensperger et al., by Wistuba et al., and by Kordik et al. in this Special Issue tackle this more complex problem.
The original notion of algorithm has also been extended to a sequence of operations, often referred to as a workflow or sometimes also as pipeline of operations. Many articles have been published on this since the seminal work of Bernstein and Provost (2001) and Bernstein et al. (2005) . The problem of how to design workflows automatically was also investigated by various researchers within e-LICO (2012). Various methods have been incorporated in a number of systems, such as RapidMiner (Hofmann and Klinkenberg 2013; Kietz et al. 2012) , WEKA (Witten et al. 2011) , and software library Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) , giving rise, for example, to Auto-WEKA (Thornton et al. 2013; Kotthoff et al. 2017 ) and auto-sklearn (Feurer et al. 2015) . A recent DARPA-led initiative, known as Data-driven Discovery of Models, is also focused on the automation of the complete data mining process (i.e., workflows). Results are not yet available. While we cannot present an exhaustive review of all current approaches and systems, our aim has been to select articles describing some of the latest advances in metalearning, that could be used in their re-design or in the design of new systems that respond better to current user requirements.
What kind of application domains exist for this methodology?
The work in the area of metalearning and algorithm selection carried out in the 1990's was focused predominantly on machine learning. As time went on, researchers began looking at other areas, which lead to improvements in the methodology. An insightful overview by Smith-Miles (2008) discusses applications to sorting, forecasting, constraint satisfaction, and optimization, and the extension of these ideas to, for instance, bioinformatics.
The papers in this Special Issue also cover the application of metalearning to various areas. 
Organization of the special issue and main contributions
The call for papers resulted in 19 submissions in May 2016. Each submitted paper was reviewed by at least 3 reviewers, while some of the papers have undergone several cycles of revision and reviewing. This process resulted in 9 accepted papers for this Special Issue. We have organized the accepted papers into four thematic subgroups, as follows.
-Configuration of algorithms for hyperparameter optimization (2 papers). -Extending/improving metalearning and algorithm selection methods (2 papers). -Ensemble construction (2 papers).
-Applying metalearning and algorithm selection methods to new application domains (3 papers). To provide an overview and assist interested readers in their selection of further reading, we summarize and highlight the main contributions of each paper.
Configuration of algorithms for hyperparameter optimization
Eggensperger, Lindauer, Hoos, Hutter and Leyton-Brown in their paper entitled Efficient Benchmarking of Algorithm Configuration Procedures via Model-Based Surrogates discuss various approaches whose aim is to identify a potentially best set of hyperparameters for a varied set of tasks. This task is often referred to as hyperparameter optimization (HPO) or algorithm configuration (AC). The authors exploit the notion of simple models referred to as surrogate models that enable to predict effectively a promising configuration to be tested next. The use of surrogate models is of course not new and builds on previous work. Hutter et al. (2014) and Eggensperger et al. (2015) have considered several common regression algorithms for predicting algorithm performance. The best performers were random forests (RFs) (Breiman 2001) and Gaussian processes (GPs) (Rasmussen and Williams 2006) . In this paper, the authors have opted for quantile regression forest (QRF). They optimize the hyperparameters using sequential model-based configuration (SMAC) (Hutter et al. 2009 ). This process exploits empirical performance models (EPMs) Hutter et al. 2014) , which are regression models that characterize a given algorithm performance across problem instances and/or parameter settings.
Conducting experiments with parameter configurations is in general a tedious task. Many AC procedures include so called adaptive capping technique based on an earlier idea of racing. This technique enables to terminate prematurely a configuration if it is provably worse than another one.
Previous approaches had, however, one limitation, as typically the method would exploit only the information gathered on the target dataset. Typically, these approaches would not consider potentially useful knowledge that could already be available from previous experiments on other datasets. In other words, previous approaches used just the meta-knowledge gathered on the target dataset. One of the contributions of this paper is that the authors incorporate this knowledge into the model. As in other work in the area of metalearning the authors used certain datasets as training data to train their meta-model. This involved testing various hyperparameter configurations on the training datasets. This method has the advantage that it permits to focus on the high-performance regions of the parameter configuration space, in a way somewhat similar to irace (Lópes-Ibáñez et al. 2011). The authors generate new training data to give preference to these high-performance regions of the parameter configuration space.
The authors have conducted experiments with various AC systems including SMAC, ParamILS (Hutter et al. 2009 ), ROAR (Hutter et al. 2011 ) and irace (Lópes-Ibáñez et al. 2011 ). The last system was used on some datasets only. Eleven datasets were used in total covering combinatorial problems (mixed-integer programming (MIP), propositional satisfiability (SAT), AI planning, and answer set programming (ASP)) and HPO tasks. Each dataset can provide various dataset instances. The authors had two aims. The first one was to evaluate the precision of predictions of time on a target dataset in LOCO mode (the target dataset was not a part of the training data). SMAC, QRF and ROAR QRF were the best performers. The second aim was to evaluate the effect of incorporating surrogate models in different systems. The authors show that this is overall quite advantageous and can lead to significant speed-ups of 1-3 orders of magnitude.
Wistuba, Schilling and Schmidt-Thieme in their article Scalable Gaussian Process based Transfer Surrogates for Hyperparameter Optimization also employ surrogate models based on sequential model-based optimization (SMBO). This work is concerned both with hyperparameter optimization and algorithm selection. In this paper the authors have opted for Gaussian processes, unlike the previous paper that exploited quantile random forest (QRF). As the authors point out, recent work on SMBO includes also meta-data, that is performance of different hyperparameter configurations on other datasets (e.g., Bardenet et al. 2013 ). However, the authors point out that Gaussian processes do not scale-up well with growing meta-data. This is because they involve inversion of a kernel matrix, which limits their applicability. The authors propose to learn individual surrogate models on different datasets and an additional surrogate model learned on the target dataset. Different surrogate models are then combined into a joint model using an ensembling technique. The final surrogate is a weighted sum of the individual surrogate models. The authors call this approach SGPT and have defined three different variants. In this overview we mention just one, SGTP-R, that uses pairwise hyperparameter performance descriptors. This variant obtained better experimental results than the other two variants.
The basic proposal outlined above is then developed further. The authors note that the basic proposal suffers from two shortcomings. One stems from the fact that the performance on different datasets may cover different ranges of values. The second one is that in the basic proposal the weights of different components do not change, despite the fact that as tests proceed on the target dataset, the meta-data on this dataset is richer. These observations led the authors to propose a new variant of the surrogate framework, referred to as transfer acquisition function (TAF) . This function is defined as the weighted average of the expected improvement on the new data and the predicted improvement on all other data sets from previous experiments. Each hyperparameter configuration is characterized by the two components that complement each other. The first one, the expected improvement on the new data set is rather unreliable in the early trials. Hence, the suggestions provided by the meta-data are followed. This favors hyperparameter configurations that have been good on average on different datasets. As time proceeds and as more information about the new data set has been collected, the expected improvement prediction becomes more reliable, and consequently, the meta-data starts to play a minor role in the process. Similarly, as with SGPT, the authors have defined three different variants. Here, we focus on just TAF-R, which, similarly as SGPT-R, uses pairwise descriptors. It obtained better experimental results than the other two variants.
An empirical evaluation was carried out on two problems. The first meta-dataset was created by running SVM with different hyperparameter configurations on 50 UCI data sets. The authors have compared their proposed system to 6 other state-of-the-art systems on this dataset. They have shown that after 30 trials there is no significant difference between their proposed methods TAF and SGPT and the oracle method that chooses for any data set the best performing hyperparameter configuration after the first trial. The next best system is MKL-GP, Gaussian Process with Multi-Kernel Learning (Yogatama and Mann 2014) .
The second problem involved running 19 different Weka classifiers on 59 data sets with 21,871 hyperparameter configurations. SGPT was the winner after 30 trials, but two other systems were not significantly worse. The situation changed after 200 trials. TAF-R was the winner, but several other systems (mainly GP-based) were not significantly different. The system I-RF (Independent Random Forest) that uses SMAC (Hutter et al. 2011) , which is used in auto-sklearn (Feurer et al. 2015) and Auto-WEKA (Thornton et al. 2013) , was slightly inferior to the top equivalence group.
Extending/improving metalearning and algorithm selection methods

The paper Speeding up Algorithm Selection using Average Ranking and Active Testing by
Introducing Runtime by Abdulrahman, Brazdil, van Rijn and Vanschoren discuss two methods oriented towards selection of algorithms, whose aim is to exploit the meta-data in past experiments and identify the potentially best algorithm. The issue is then how to use the meta-data to schedule tests on the target dataset. The first method (AR) is a rather simple one. It calculates an average ranking for all algorithms over all datasets. As the aim is to identify well-performing algorithms early, the upgraded method gives preference to those algorithms that achieve relatively high accuracies, but are also fast to train. The novelty here lies in the use of A3R measure that combines accuracy and run time, instead of just accuracy. So, different algorithms are simply ranked based on this composite measure. The rankings obtained on different datasets are combined in the usual manner.
It is of course necessary to establish the correct balance between accuracy and runtime. Giving too much weight to runtime promotes rather poor algorithms and hence time could be wasted testing them. Giving too little weight to runtime has the opposite effect. It promotes tests on algorithms, which exhibit good performance in many situations, but may occasionally fail. Unfortunately, such algorithms tend to be rather slow and so testing them early may actually delay the whole process of identifying good algorithms. The authors present a relatively simple solution by setting the value of parameter P in the A3R measure. The best setting was determined experimentally and the corresponding optimized version is referred to as AR*. The authors have shown that the optimized version can identify the potentially best algorithm much faster than the AR version that uses just accuracy. The speed-up is quite substantial, between 2 or 3 orders of magnitude.
The authors have also investigated the problem of how the performance of this method is affected by incomplete meta-data. Upgrading AR to this setting requires a method that is capable of aggregating a set of incomplete rankings. This is resolved by attributing different weights to different rankings, depending on their length. The proposed aggregation method is quite fast and still achieves quite good results. The authors demonstrate that the AR* method is relatively robust to omissions in the meta-data. This finding could be explored in future studies, as it shows that it is not necessary to carry out exhaustive testing to collect the performance meta-data.
The second method discussed in this paper, active testing (AT), is based on the work of Leite et al. (2012) . It uses the meta-data from past experiments to initialize the search for the potentially best algorithm. The search itself uses both the past meta-data and the metadata obtained on the target dataset obtained in previous tests. The approach uses a concept of the current best algorithm and the aim is to identify the best competitor. This is done using the estimate of performance gain, P f . This concept is somewhat related to the concept of expected improvement (EI), used in some approaches to algorithm selection/configuration that exploit surrogate models, as in the work of Witsuba et al. described here.
The authors also show how their AT method can be upgraded to incorporate the measure that combines accuracy and runtime. Similarly as with AR, it is necessary to establish the right balance between the contributions of accuracy and runtime. The performance of the upgraded version AT* exceeds by large the original version AT.
The experimental study of both AT* and AR* methods showed that they led to comparable results, although AR* was marginally better. This is surprising, as AR* is much simpler than AT*. Thus it represents quite useful, but tough baseline that could be used by others. We expect that if more candidate algorithms (or their variants) were used, the AT* method could beat AR*. It is also conceivable that the search method used within AT* could be improved and hence compete better with AR*.
The paper Instance Spaces for Machine Learning Classification by Muñoz, Villanova, Baatar and Smith-Miles address the issue of performance evaluation of machine learning classifiers. The authors examine the relationship between the data sets used in the evaluationreferred to as test instances-and the validity of the conclusions drawn. Ideally, the test instances should reveal the strengths and weaknesses of different algorithms. The authors argue that if this is not the case, new instances should be sought to provide the necessary insights.
A comprehensive methodology has been developed to enable to assess the quality of a given set of test instances. These included 235 dataset instances in total, 210 of which were from UCI, while the remaining ones were from other repositories. The methodology proposed relies on a good characterizations of all instances. The authors have considered 509 features for this task. The aim was to select a small subset that would characterize well the hardness of the classification task. The authors have proposed a novel method for this purpose. Each problem instance is used to generate a new version which is either more or less challenging in terms of a specific classification challenge. The authors identify 12 challenges. One, for instance, is non-linear separability. The original and altered datasets are compared in terms of their values for all candidate features. A statistically significant difference in values suggests that the applied alteration results in a change of the feature value and hence that the feature is relevant to measuring the degree of the challenge presented by an instance.
This way the authors have identified just 10 features. These are: maximum normalized entropy of the attributes, normalized entropy of class attribute, mean mutual information of attributes and class, error rate of the decision node, standard deviation of the weighted distance, maximum feature efficiency, collective feature efficiency, training error of linear classifier, fraction of points on the class boundary, nonlinearity of nearest neighbor classifier. These features represent an interesting finding in itself that can be exploited by the ML community.
The ten most important features are used in further analysis presented in this paper. The aim of the authors is to project the 10-dimensional space into a 2-dimensional space, enabling thus to visualize classification datasets as points in a two-dimensional space. The visualization reveals pockets of hard and easy instances and area in the 2D space, referred to as footprint, where the particular algorithm is expected to do well. Quantitative metrics, such as the area of the footprint, provide objective measures of the relative power and robustness of an algorithm across the given range of test instances.
The results presented in this paper demonstrate the lack of diversity of the given test instances, as most algorithms had similar footprints, suggesting that either the algorithms are all essentially rather similar, or that the instances are not revealing the strengths and weaknesses of each algorithm as much as is desired, or that the features may not be discriminant enough.
Regarding the last point, the authors have proposed a method to generate new test instances, aiming to enrich the diversity of datasets. The proposed method requires defining the target vector of features, f T , as input. The method then tunes a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with the objective to decrease the difference (in terms of MSE) between f T and f S , representing the feature vector of a sample from the GMM. As the authors have shown, this process can lead to datasets covering better the 2D space.
The authors have outlined a method for generating new data instances, which can be potentially useful. Future work should show that the richer meta-data is useful and indeed facilitates the process of selecting algorithm for a new dataset instance.
Ensemble construction
The work of van Rijn, Holmes, Pfahringer and Vanschoren, described in the paper The Online Performance Estimation Framework: Heterogeneous Ensemble Learning for Data Streams, is a small departure from the traditional definition of metalearning, but relevant in the sense that it dynamically exploits the complementary strengths of various classification learning algorithms to create ensembles of increased performance over changing data streams. The basic idea is to track the performance of various learning algorithms over recent observations and to combine their predictions accordingly. Specifically, the authors propose the notion of online performance evaluation where the performance of a classifier is given by the value of an appropriate loss function averaged over a fixed-size window sliding across the data stream as new training examples become available. When the average is unweighted, the approach is known as a windowed (WD) estimation; when the relative recency of observations is considered so that higher importance is given to more recent training examples and the effect decreases through time, the approach, controlled by a parameter alpha, is known as fading factor estimation (FF) .
Beginning with a set of 25 data stream classification learning algorithms, the authors, acknowledging the fact that there may exist both clear distinctions among these algorithms, but also some significant similarities, proceed to cluster them using classifier output difference (COD) as the distance function. The resulting hierarchical COD-based clustering, together with an adequate threshold value, allows the authors to reduce the total number of candidate classifiers from 25 to 7 by selecting a representative in each of the corresponding clusters. Using their proposed Best Last (BLAST) ensemble framework to implement their approach (both WD and FF), they then report on experimental results with 60 data stream classification tasks. For comparison, they use (1) the classifier that performs best on average (here, Hoeffding Option Tree), to highlight the gain obtained by ensembling several classifiers; (2) a majority vote ensemble of the same 7 base classifiers, to highlight the value of online performance evaluation over a simple vote across classifiers; and (3) a number of state-of-the-art techniques for data stream classification (here, online bagging, leveraging bagging and accuracy weighted ensemble, each with 128 ensemble members), to validate their approach. The results show that, on average, the proposed approach performs competitively with the best state-of-the-art approaches at a significantly lower computational cost. Given the variations across data streams, future work could consider a further analysis, possibly using metalearning, of what types of data streams would cause each approach to work best. Interestingly, neither the value of the fading parameter nor the number of active classifiers considered by BLAST, have significant impacts on performance.
In their paper Discovering Predictive Ensembles for Transfer Learning and Meta-learning, Kordik, Cerny and Fryda describe a method that employs the concept of evolutionary algorithms to optimize the topology and parameters of hierarchical ensembles. So, for instance, a given bagging ensemble can include individual parametrized algorithms, such as a decision tree (DT) with the splitmin parameter set to 5, a boosting ensemble, 5NN and another DT with another parameter setting. Hierarchical ensembles have attracted attention recently, as they can achieve very good performance. As the authors have pointed out, gradient boosting and multi-level stacking of neural networks were parts of the winning solution in the Netflix competition (Töscher and Jahrer 2009; Bennett and Lanning 2007) . However, hierarchical ensembles are often tailored to one particular problem (data set), where they exhibit excellent performance, but tend to fail with different data. The prevailing approach to constructing these ensembles is manual trial-and-error combined with extensive hyperparameter optimization. This motivated the authors to develop an automatic method that employs the concept of evolutionary algorithms.
The basic building blocks in this process are so-called templates, which can be evolved by genetic programming. The process starts with a set of simple solutions, which are evolved into more complex ones. This process is controlled both by fitness and by a kind of grammar that controls how a particular node can be expanded. So, for instance, the node metaClass can be expanded into Bagging(classify n ) or Boosting(classify n ), etc., where n represents the number of elements. Similarly, the node baseClassification can be expanded into NeuralNetClassifier or DecTree, etc. As this process can be rather slow when the dataset is large, the authors develop their solutions on small data samples and apply these to full data.
The process of evolving templates can either start from scratch, or else reuse metalearning templates (in meta-database) developed earlier to start the process. This strategy can be compared to the strategy described by Feurer et al. (2015) that uses meta-data to initialize the surrogate-based search for the best parameter settings.
The authors found out that template-base methodology is prone to overfitting the data in spite of very low number of their parameters, especially when a meta-database is employed. Meta-database can be however very useful in speeding up the convergence when enough data is available for independent model validation.
The generalization accuracy of classifiers generated exceed the accuracy obtained by the most popular classifiers, including various types of ensembles. The authors demonstrate how one particular evolved template (simple ensemble of fast sigmoidal regression models) outperforms state-of-the-art approaches on a rather large Airline data set.
Applying metalearning and algorithm selection methods to new application domains
While work on metalearning has mostly focused on classification algorithm selection, Lorena, Maciel, Miranda, Costa and Prudêncio, in their paper Data Complexity Meta-features for Regression Problems, investigate its use in the context of regression. They begin by arguing, quite correctly, that meta-features designed for classification tasks are not appropriate for regression tasks, and thus introduce a set of twelve novel, regression-specific meta-features. As in the case of classification, these meta-features attempt to capture certain salient aspects, such as complexity of regression tasks that are likely to influence the choice and performance of regression algorithms. In particular, four meta-features compute information about the correlation between the values of the input variables with the values of the target output, where high correlation would be indicative of simpler tasks; two meta-features are intended to determine whether the underlying data can be modeled by a linear function, where linear fits would also clearly be indicative of simpler tasks; three meta-features attempt to characterize the smoothness and shape of the function that may best fit the data, where smoother functions are indicative of tasks with simpler relationships between inputs and outputs and hence simpler tasks; and three meta-features focused on the geometry of the underlying data, where simpler topology and higher density are indicative of simpler tasks.
Having proposed these regression-specific meta-features, the authors embark on a number of validation experiments involving both synthetic and real-world data sets. The synthetic data sets consist of data generated from polynomial of various degrees and sine functions of various frequencies and phases. The first experiment simply reports on the distributions of values of the various meta-features with respect to the different types of synthetic data sets, and demonstrates that in noiseless scenarios the meta-feature values vary nicely according to the complexity of the tasks. The second experiment is a straightforward application of metalearning for algorithm selection in the context of regression, where the data sets are characterized by the proposed twelve meta-features. Instead of a regression algorithm the target is the label of the underlying function used to generate the synthetic data. A number of meta-classifiers are evaluated on the data using 10-fold cross-validation, and the results show that they all do very well at mapping noise-free data sets to their correct function types. The third major experiment focuses on a single regression algorithm, namely support vector regression (SVR) with a RBF kernel, and uses metalearning to predict the best parameter setting for a data set. In this experiment, the authors use 39 real-world data sets characterized by the twelve proposed meta-features and labeled by their optimal SVR parameter setting (i.e., kernel coefficient gamma, penalty C, and margin of tolerance epsilon) obtained through an extensive empirical analysis of 3,192 possible parameter configurations. Using a simple 1-nearest neighbor metalearner, evaluated with leave-one-out cross-validation, they show that the proposed meta-features lead to a more accurate model than previously proposed meta-features, and that the model predictions are not statistically different from the optimal ones (Wilcoxon test, 95%) for 30 of the 39 tested data sets. The final major experiment applies metalearning to the prediction of algorithm performance, i.e., an instance of metaregression. The authors select fourteen well-known regression algorithms to create fourteen meta-datasets, each consisting of the 39 real-world data sets characterized by the twelve meta-features and labeled with algorithm performance (measured by NMSE). Using SVR as a meta-regressor, their results show improved NMSE over baseline for all fourteen regression algorithms.
In their paper Empirical Hardness of Finding Optimal Bayesian Network Structures: Algorithm Selection and Runtime Prediction Malone, Kangas, Järvisalo, Koivisto and Myllymäki apply metalearning to the problem of Bayesian network structure learning (BNSL) by the three best performing families of solvers, namely A*, integer linear programming (ILP), and constraint programming (CP). As in the work of Lorena et al. for regression, the authors first propose a set of relevant meta-features intended to characterize significant differences among BNSL problem instances. They start with two well-known basic meta-features, namely the number of variables and the mean number of candidate parent sets per variable, which they extend in three different ways. First, they add six meta-features that compute statistical information about the numbers and sizes of candidate parent sets. Second, they consider two relaxed versions of the original BNSL problem, and extract fifteen pieces of structure information from each of the corresponding dependency graphs as meta-features, such as number of root nodes, average node in-degree, number of non-trivial strongly connected components, etc. Finally, they use the probing method, where a solver is run for a short, fixed amount of time (here, 5 seconds), and again structure information is extracted from the resulting dependency graph; probing is performed with a greedy approach, A*, ILP and CP, to produce 12 meta-features each for a total of 48 additional meta-features.
The authors then go on to use metalearning to assess the value of the proposed metafeatures in algorithm selection and in performance prediction. They draw from 39 real data sets, 19 sampled data sets, and 477 synthetic data sets to create a total of 1179 BNSL problem instances by varying parameters and removing simplistic instances. Each instance is run against four ILP solvers, three A* solvers, and one CP solver, and labelled by the run time of each solver, making it possible to design an algorithm selection task by considering the algorithm with the smallest run time as the winner, as well as a performance prediction task for each of the solvers. For the metalearner, the authors use random forest together with a single pre-processing step, optimized by auto-sklearn (Feurer et al. 2015) . Nested 10-fold cross-validation is used for evaluation, where the inner loop optimizes hyper-parameters and the outer loop computes performance measures. Following a rigorous set of experiments, the authors show that while the two basic meta-features are sufficient to build an algorithm selection model that accurately predicts which algorithm will perform best on a given data set, information is lacking to build models capable of predicting the solver's run times. In this latter case, the more sophisticated meta-features lead to significant improvements. Not surprisingly, the most helpful meta-features tend to vary from solver to solver, validating both the use of a wider range of task-and domain-specific meta-features, and the value of metalearning in improving our understanding and use of BNSL algorithms.
Similarly, Olier, Sadawi, Bickerton, Vanschoren, Grosan, Soldatova and King, in their paper Meta-QSAR: A Large-scale Application of Meta-learning to Drug Design and Discovery present another domain-specific application of metalearning. They combine their interest and expertise in drug design and discovery with the targeted use of metalearning to select the best performing activity prediction algorithm given a specific instance of quantitative structure activity relationships (QSARs). Although the domain is the same for all QSAR problems, individual instances differ in significant ways suggesting that different machine learning methods should be used on different instances, thus providing motivation for a metalearning approach.
In their extensive set of experiments, the authors consider 2764 proteins from the ChEMBL database, each with three possible representations: one consisting of the complete available set of 1447 molecular descriptors; one consisting of a subset of 43 basic of these descriptors; and finally one known as the fingerprint representation. Hence, there is a total of 8292 data sets. As the set of algorithms to choose from, the authors consider 18 regression algorithms. Their results clearly show that different algorithms and different protein representations lead to different performances. For each protein, meta-features a set of 2394 meta-features are extracted. To build an algorithm selection model, the authors consider all 2764 proteins, characterized by all of the meta-features, and labeled by the best QSAR strategy, consisting of one of the 18 regression algorithms together with one of the three protein representation. The metalearner is the random forest algorithm with 500 trees. The results, which include choosing one in 52, as well as choosing one in the top 16, 11, 6, 3 , and 2, demonstrate that metalearning for algorithm selection in the context of QSAR problems predicts regression algorithm/protein representation pairs whose performance is above baseline. All data sets, source code, and experiments have been made available within OpenML, ensuring reproducibility and providing a great source of data for future experiments.
Conclusion
Our goal with this Special Issue has been to report on some of the progress made in metalearning over the last decade. While much has been done, much remains to be done still, and there are a number of interesting avenues of research, including the following.
-Pipeline/workflow design Most of the work so far has remained rather focused on predicting one (or a ranking of) applicable algorithm for a given dataset. It is well-known that most real-world data mining applications often rely on data preprocessing operations, including data transformation (e.g., missing data imputation), feature selection, and sampling, together with classification and/or regression algorithms to build a final model. Hence, we must turn our attention to the design of complete pipelines of algorithms to solve problems. Some systems, such as Auto-WEKA (Kotthoff et al. 2017) , auto-sklearn (Feurer et al. 2015) , and TPOT (Olson and Moore 2016) , go some way towards this goal, as they are capable of returning certain types of pipelines. Several relevant workshops have been organized at various ML conferences, including ICML 2017, ECML/PKDD 2017, and ICDM 2017 (e.g., see Brazdil et al. (2017) ). The continued upsurge of activity in Automatic Machine Learning, including DARPA's recently launched program on Data-driven Discovery of Models, 1 is likely to fuel valuable research in this area for many years to come. -Complex data handling Most metalearning systems rely on the ability to extract metafeatures from datasets, so that the metalearner induces a mapping from meta-feature space to performance space. To date, datasets have been assumed to be in tabular form, with instances represented by vectors of values over a set of attributes. With increased interest in images, audio, video, and other data formats, we need to revisit the problem of focussing on the appropriate part of the data space and extracting meta-features from these data sources. -Novel approaches Although much of metalearning has consisted of a kind of bootstrapping exercise where base-level learning techniques are now used at the meta-level, it may be beneficial to consider approaches from related fields, such as matrix factorization in recommender systems or multi-armed bandit systems, to address the metalevel learning problem.
